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*Kanji TAMAGO* Beginner Level

Let’s enjoy totally new way of learning Kanji!

**Let’s discover what you can do by using Kanji!**
In 15 topics and contexts you will clearly grasp “what characters are needed in daily lives” and “what you can do by using characters.” By doing so you will understand by heart why learning Kanji is necessary in communication, thus you will be able to set up concrete goals for studying Japanese.

**Let’s learn the process to obtain correct information by using Kanji in actual situations!**
In the latter part of each section you will get hands-on practice in conditions close to actual communication situations that will help you learn the process necessary to obtain correct information. Thus you will master techniques to accomplish tasks in various situations.

**Let’s acquire Kanji learning strategy!**
In this book various ideas for Kanji learning are introduced in order that you can select the method of learning which suits you best. Also, various commonly mistaken points in Kanji learning are shown so that you can check and verify them effectively. The exercises will establish associations with characters you have already studied, will help you organize your knowledge of featured characters and will help you firmly commit the featured characters to memory.